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eastern allies, Poland and the Little Entente, by direct action
against Germany. Instead, she was driven to concern herself
so much with her own defence that little effective help could
be given elsewhere. She came therefore to depend on British
support as the keystone of her foreign policy. The Quai d'Orsqy,
whatever its inclinations, could make no major move that was
not correlated with the policy of the British Foreign Office.
This became obvious at Munich, when the virtual merger of
French and British policy was completed. France had separate
and quite specific obligations to Czechoslovakia by her treaty
of 1925. When the Czechs were first menaced in May 1938,
M. Daladier assured them that France would fulfil these
obligations. But in July Lord Runciman was sent to Prague
without the prior agreement of the French, and Daladier, fear-
ful of war, of internal divisions at home, and of doing anything
to forfeit British support, followed the initiative of Mr. Neville
Chamberlain. It was characteristic and almost symbolic that
the French declaration of war on Germany in September 1939
came six hours after the British. In 1914 she had been at war
with Germany a day earlier than Britain.1
But this post-1936 characteristic of French policy was only
the most conspicuous manifestation of a fact which had
haunted her since 1919: a fact which Sir Edward Grigg in his
study of British Foreign Policy has called cthe overburdening of
France'. France was driven by circumstances often beyond her
own control to follow a policy and assume undertakings which
were beyond her own capacity to fulfil. This overburdening
was quite distinct from internal political weakness or social
divisions: it was inherent in the whole structure of European
relations after 1919. 'The main point is that France was not
equal either in spirit or in military strength to the task of keep-
ing Europe at peace, and that neither Britain nor the United
States (the only powers which had the necessary resources)
1 For a detailed account of the diplomatic relations of France
with the xrther Powers in the period immediately before war, see
F. L. Schuroan: Europe on the Eve, 1933-9 (1939); The French Tellozo
Book (Diplomatic Documents, 1938-9). And cf. Sir Edward Grigg: British
Foreign Policy (1944).

